INDUSTRIAL COATINGS

SUCCESSFUL FINISHES BEGIN AND END WITH AEROGREEN®

The single most important function that can influence paint
performance is the quality of the surface preparation. The quality
of the surface preparation has a direct relationship with the final
surface coatings and therefore it cannot be emphasized enough
that for good and permanent adhesion. The use of AEROGREEN
products will ensure superior surface preparation for all types of
liquid and powder finishes.

AEROGREEN concentrated paint prep cleaner is the best way to
clean metal of oils, dirt, grease, waxes, polishing compounds,
salts, soluble oils, drilling and cutting compounds and other
surface contaminants that will prevent the coatings from
adhering to metal surfaces as outlined in SSPC-SPI International
Standards. AEROGREEN is a prep cleaner that leaves no residue
prior to coating, in between primer and top coat, and as a final
clean to make items customer ready.

The most common method of surface preparation is solvent
wipe-on, wipe-off. AEROGREEN 4110 RW Paint Prep is a direct
drop in replacement for solvent type cleaners such as lacquer
thinner, MIBK, MEK, IPA, acetone and other hazardous high VOC
solvents. Wipe on-Wipe off with a clean cloth and no rinsing is
required.

To speed surface preparation, use AEROGREEN #4130 with your
power-washing equipment. This process is ideal for large surfaces,
intricate items and mass production of parts to be cleaned
leaving no residue. Fast and effective, in combination with
AEROGREEN #4130 power washers use a pressurized spray to rid
surfaces of dirt, oils, greases and other surface contaminants prior
to liquid and powder.

Roll coating machines are commonly used to apply liquid to the
surface of a part. For the line to continue to run at a constant
speed, the various parts of the roll coater must be constantly
cleaned. AEROGREEN replaces the use of acetone to clean roll
coating equipment.

For large parts and batch cleaning. AEROGREEN is a concentrated
degreaser for use in immersion degreaser, ultrasonic degreaser,
spray cabinet washer, adjulift parts washer, glove box washers
and hot & cold standard parts washers. Cleans virtually all metals
prior to painting.

A concentrated, water-reducible phosphoric acid and detergent
blend formulated to clean metal surfaces, remove rust, and profile
steel, cast iron, galvanized metals, zinc, high polished aluminum
prior to painting. It can also be used to prepare a surface for a
subsequent chemical coating, including liquid, and powder
coating finishing systems. Ideal for all Industrial, Automotive,
Agriculture, Transportation Industries and Marine Industries.
AC-10 leaves a phosphate residue on the surface, if not rinsed,
that aids in providing good adhesion.

The latest breakthrough in solvent replacement cleaning technology designed to safely soften and remove multiple layers of paint
and coatings. AEROGREEN is an eco-friendly paint remover that is
low in odor, non-hazardous, nonflammable, non-corrosive and
biodegradable, yet is formulated to replace hazardous solvents
such as Methylene Chloride, mineral spirits, MEK, Naphtha,
N-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone, Toluene and other such hazardous
solvents used in paint stripping.

Hi-Lite Solutions AEROGREEN #4110 Paint Prep and AEROGREEN #4175 UV Belt Cleaner
replaces the use of acetone in your customers automatic spray line equipment:
Acetone can be replaced with Hi-Lite Solutions AEROGREEN #4110 water-based solution as a cleaner for water-based
finishes and AEROGREEN #4175 for UV Finishes. Giving far better results and providing a much safer environment for the
users in your custom spray lines, nozzles, tips, filters, rollers, belts, inside and outside the spraywash to improve the spray
pattern. The following application is used for both products:

Example of a Composite Door Company Process:
The first step is to use a ratio of 4:1 of Hi-Lite Solutions AEROGREEN #4110 with water to make a 5-gallon mix to
run through system. The automated lines were flushed, and the belts and surrounding areas were deaned so well
the operator was surprised. Even the plastic liners used were dean which meant they would not have to change
every day, saving time and money.
Applied the AEROGREEN #4110 solution to spray nozzles and it was the first time they had seen bare metal.
Wiped the glass viewing area with ease.
Recommended they purchase a garden sprayer for cleaning the entire machine inside and out.
After flushing, the operator ran the coatings for application on to the substrate. The flow and spray pattern were
even, and the coating flowed more consistently on the coated surface.

The outcome of the demonstration:
Replace acetone with Hi-Lite Solutions AEROGREEN #4110 as the cleaner.
The rags used as wiping tools can be thrown out as normal waste where before the acetone rags had to be
disposed of in hazardous waste.
It is also recommended using Hi-Lite Solutions AEROGREEN #4110 in a tank for soaking the filters to keep them
unclogged.
Cleaning the interior housing of the sprayline prevents build up on the internal walls, ceilings and glass which
helps eliminate contamination to the fresh finishes.
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